Security Overall

Check-up
Agenda

Offer for Security Overall Check-up.


Package Check-up.



Services

Package Overall Review.


What should be provided before the 

security check-up?


Steps of Security and Infrastructure Testing.
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Steps of Front-end / Back-end Security Audit.


Offer for

Security Overall Check-up
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Emerging frontiers like blockchain

technology are never without their risks.

More and more security holes are appearing on
blockchain, while smart contracts add to the complexity
of conducting audits on blockchain platforms.

The vulnerability issues in the smart contracts account
for as much as 40% of all potential 

risks of hack attacks.
482.solutions offers unique security packages to conduct a
full check-up of your blockchain products and give companies
an overview of the critical security gaps in infrastructure,
frontend, backend, and smart contracts. We believe that each
blockchain product should undergo such a procedure to avoid
risks and vulnerabilities while searching for funds. 
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Our ultimate arm is to ensure the code is processing
transactions effectively and securely.


We also provide our own software designed to automate

the comprehensive security assessment of smart

contracts and blockchain code upon request.
Protocols: Fantom, BSC, Polygon,
ETH, Celo, and other EVM
compatible protocols.
Package  
Check-Up

Package  
Overall Review

Package Check-up

Specialists engaged:
Senior DevOps Exper
Senior Blockchain Security Expert
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Security check-up includes:
1. Infrastructure Security Audit
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2. Smart Contracts Security Analysis



Package Overall Review

Specialists engaged:
Security Enginee
Senior Blockchain Security Exper
Senior DevOps Exper
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Senior Solidity Smart Contract Expert

Security check-up includes:
Infrastructure security audit. We will test cloud services
for potential security flaws and data leaks
Smart contracts & dApps audits for EVM compatible
protocols
Frontend & Backend Security Audi
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Web Application Security Assessmen
Penetration Testin
Access Control (key protections
Database Assessments


What should be provided

before the security check-up?
White Pape
Technical Documentation
JS test
Access to the infrastructur
Provide token source code, merged in one fil
Provide a token nam
Provide a token symbo
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Is the token preminted? Answer Yes / N
Could additional tokens be minted? Answer Yes / N
Provide a solidity contract version (or we may require 0.8.x
Provide existing contracts, each smart contract merged

in one fil
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Provide a GitHub link with a contracts security audi
Which blockchain token is deployed / will be deployed
Provide token owner address (if any). We will check if it is
an EOA or multisig accoun
Provide a treasury address (if any). We will check if it is an
EOA or multisig account

Steps of Security and

Infrastructure Testing
Testing of Web Application potential
vulnerabilities
OWASP Top 10 vulnerability testing using scanners:
Nessu
InsightAppSe
Nikt
and other related tools from Vulnerability Scanning Tools list
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Testing of Infrastructure
vulnerabilities
Tools:
Nessu
Acunetix


Metasploi
ETTERCA
Netsparker


Checking of social engineering vulnerabilities  
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(if previous steps got some data of internal accounts)

Tools:
Maltego

SET (social-engineer-toolkit)

Creation and distribution of

Detailed Reports

Steps of Front-end / Back-end
Security Audit
Test of userID (personal identification
ACL testing (access level control
Control sessions (tests
Three-Pronged Approach (forgery of permission to sign
Request intercept testing with Bur
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Testing of the login process with Bloom (sign the post
data inputs
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Testing of the reinitialization of the wallet owner
(initWallet)

First Evaluation
White Pape
Tokennomics (if not in WP
User Flo
Finance Flow (if no tokenomics or if there are any issues
Pitc
Site (product or company
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FE/BE (accesses
Repositories with Smart Contract
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Description of the project

List of Additional Software Used For Audit

myth

burp suit

qualys 


maltego
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contact us
+ 38 (073) 161-48-45

hello@482.solutions
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